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Thermodynamics of Organic Electrochemical Tran-

sistors

Matteo Cucchia∗, Anton Weissbacha, Lukas M. Bongartza, Richard Kantelberga,
Hsin Tseng a, Hans Kleemanna, Karl Leoa∗
a IAPP, Technische Universität Dresden, Dresden

Abstract

Bioelectronics which bridge the gap between conventional electronics and bio-
logical systems are actively researched due to their fascinating perspectives in
healthcare and other fields. A key element of future bioelectronics is the organic
electrochemical transistor (OECT) that, by employing a mixed ion-electron con-
ducting materials, can perform switching tasks in electrolytic environments and
serve as sensoric or actoric element. OECTs differ substantially from their
inorganic field-effect counterparts, mainly due to their electrochemical, rather
than electrostatic, gate operation principle. However, the working mechanism
of OECTs is modeled as the one of the field-effect transistor: this approach not
only fails to give quantitative agreement with experimental observation, but also
ignores the material properties of the channel and the chemical dynamics that
stem for the operation of the device. Here, we present a new comprehensive
unified model that can explain the behavior of OECTs across a broad range
of materials, designs, and operation regimes. We treat the polymeric channel
as a thermodynamic binary system and show that the entropy of mixing is the
major driving force behind the operation of the OECT. We are able to quantify
the entropic and enthalpic interactions between charged species for a variety
of materials and solvents, and harness this knowledge to provide guidelines for
material modeling and insights for device fine-tuning for targeted applications.
Finally, our thermodynamic model provides a description of the intrinsic origin
of the ubiquitous hysteretic behavior of OECTs.

1 Introduction

While conventional electronics are driven by electrons only, biological systems1

use mixed ionic and electronic effects. Artificial systems which use both effects2

have gained increasing attention in the last decade thanks to their operation3

in electrolytic environments and their ability to transduce ionic into electronic4

signal [1, 2, 3]. These appealing features, absent in traditional organic and5

inorganic electronic devices, have been harnessed to design human-compatible6

electronics, e.g., circuits that can be implanted within an organism and interact7

with tissues, neurons, blood, etc. [4, 5]. The most prominent device is the or-8

ganic electrochemical transistor (OECT) [6], using modulation of the redox state9

of a channel composed of an organic mixed ionic-electronic conductor (OMIEC10
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Figure 1: a) Sketch portraying a typical OECT measurement with a non-
polarizable Ag/AgCl pellet as gate electrode. Such setup is used throughout
this work too. b) OECT transfer curve with a sketch of how the ions that me-
diate the doping/deoping accumulate in the channel and modulate the current.
c) Key difference between the FET-based model for OECTs and our thermody-
namic model. The nonlinear charge accumulation resulting from the Gibbs free
energy, in strong contrast with a (linear) accumulation typical of a capacitor.

[1]) immersed in an electrolytic solution. In a reversible and energy-efficient pro-11

cess, the accumulation of ions within the channel by means of a gate electrode12

controls transistor operation. The traditional OECT architecture, sketched in13

Fig. 1a, can be employed for a broad spectrum of applications of technological14

interest as proven by the number of successful demonstrations of OECT-based15

devices for biosensors [7], artificial synapses [8, 9], hardware capable of comput-16

ing [10, 11, 12, 13], and wearable electronics for biofluid [14, 15] and biosignal17

monitoring [4, 16]. More recently, the application scope of OECTs has been fur-18

ther expanded, entering dry electronics: using solid electrolytes, OECT-based19

devices were shown to be an excellent candidate for non-volatile memories for20

machine-learning accelerators [17, 18] as well as a good alternative to traditional21

low-cost organic and inorganic digital circuitry [19]. Impressive performances22

have been demonstrated with OECTs, e.g., high transconductance [20], minimal23

subthreshold swing [21], and very large current densities [22].24

Moreover, OECTs have been employed as substrate for cell culture, although25

the electrostatic interactions that allow for successful bio-interfaces are still26

mysterious [23].27

This multifaceted range of applications demands a detailed understanding28

of the physical and chemical processes underlying the OECT operation, as well29

as a comprehensive electronic modeling. In their seminal paper, Bernards et30

al. borrowed the mathematical framework of thin-film field-effect transistors31

(FETs) to describe the channel current Id as a function of the gate voltage Vgs32

and drain voltage Vds of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate33
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(PEDOT:PSS)-based OECTs, according to34

Id =
Wt

L
Λh[PSS−]0(1 −

Vgs −
Vds

2

Vp

)Vds (1)

where Vp is the pinch-off voltage defined as Vp = [PSS−]0/C
∗, Λh is the hole35

mobility (we chose this uncommon notation to avoid confusion with the chemical36

potential µ extensively used below), C∗ is the volumetric capacitance, [PSS−]037

is the intrinsic charge density of dopants, and t, W and L are the geometrical38

channel thickness, width, and length. Bernards model is an elegant and often39

used framework to describe the operation OECTs. However, it does not allow40

for an accurate quantitative analysis of the important figures of merit of OECT41

operation (e.g., transconductance, saturation in on- and off-state, subthresh-42

old behavior, etc.), nor for qualitative description of the OECTs IV curves,43

such as the peculiar S-shaped transfer curve (Fig. 1b), especially for high-44

performance devices. For this reason, several approaches have been proposed to45

extend Bernards model, usually adding parameters that capture OECT-specific46

properties not seen in conventional FETs, e.g., ion concentration-dependent mo-47

bility [24], disorder [25], or ion diffusion [26]. On top of these effects, OECTs are48

often characterized by hysteresis, a feature that cannot be described by existing49

models.50

A number of empirical models and numerical simulations were also proposed51

[27, 28, 29]. A detailed overview of the mathematical models of OECTs and52

their evolution over time was recently reported by Colucci et al. [30]. However,53

Bernards model and its extensions rely on the assumption that the accumu-54

lated ions in the channel can be calculated as a simple parallel-plate capacitor,55

similar to a metal-oxide-semiconductor FET, but experimental evidence shows56

a marked nonlinear potential-dependent capacitance, as shown in Fig. S1 and57

Ref. [31]. Moreover, the chemistry behind the redox process leading to the58

OECT switching is not taken into account: obviously, electrostatic interactions59

alone cannot comprehensively explain the basic mechanism that underlie the60

OECT operation.61

Over the past years, new use cases shone light on these limits of the understand-62

ing of OECTs, exposing the weaknesses of the proposed approaches and calling63

for the need of finding a better description. Comprehensive models should not64

be restricted to the switching-off of the device and its linear regime, but rather65

be a comprehensive explanation of the variety of effects that OECTs show and66

that the FET-picture does not capture. A few studies put forth the idea, or67

the necessity, to investigate the metal/electrolyte/polyelectrolyte system on a68

thermodynamic basis. For example, thermodynamic notions (Nernst law and69

Boltzmann statistics) need to be integrated in the model in order to describe70

the concentration-dependent threshold voltage exploited in OECTs for ion sens-71

ing [7, 32]. Romele et al. investigated the transport properties of OMIECs and72

observed that the channel resistance and capacitance are independent of the elec-73

trolyte concentration, in contrast to the double-layer theory. This ionic buffering74

is explained in terms of Donnan’s equilibrium [33]. Tybrandt et al. reasoned in75
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terms of chemical potential of the charged species within the polymeric chan-76

nel: their study results in accurate numerical drift-diffusion simulations and in77

the key observation that polyelectrolyte/conductive polymer blends should be78

viewed as two-phase materials [34]. Recently, Rebetez et al. investigated the79

temperature-dependence of the reaction equilibrium that drives the polaron and80

bipolaron formation and annihilation. In doing so, they revealed for the first81

time the importance of the entropy in the establishment of the redox equilib-82

rium, highlighting a key aspect of the kinetics of the doping mechanism [35].83

These approaches highlight new physical and chemical mechanisms behind the84

charging dynamics of OECTs and provide good tools to understand the inter-85

action at the gate/electrolyte and electrolyte/polymer interface. However, a86

fully-developed mathematical framework capable of reproducing experimental87

data while shining light on the material properties was never proposed.88

Here, we propose a universal approach derived from thermodynamic axioms89

capable of explaining a plethora of OECT and OMIEC properties in a variety90

of applications. We argue that, although FET models can provide a useful and91

convenient tool to investigate the properties of OECTs, they fail in giving a real-92

istic physical and chemical picture of the system. Instead, we reason in terms of93

chemical equilibrium and electrochemical potential. Key in our approach is the94

fact the we do not rely on the direct proportionality between applied voltage95

and accumulated charge typical of a parallel-plate capacitor. Rather, a non-96

linear voltage-dependent charge accumulation (Fig. 1c) naturally derives from97

the treatment of the entropy and enthalpy of the system. We analyze the equi-98

librium that establishes between the conductive polymer and electrolyte, and99

how the gate-source voltage perturbs it. In doing so, key features of OECTs nat-100

urally emerge from the math without artificial parametrization. For example,101

previously overlooked peculiarities of OECTs, such as saturation in the on-state102

and the strong voltage-dependent capacitance are intrinsically captured by our103

model, and so is the effect on the device performance based on the doping level.104

We support our findings with experimental data employing PEDOT:PSS (the105

most widely employed OMIEC) OECTs as reference system, and with numer-106

ical simulations. We further analyze important findings reported in previous107

studies under a new light. We capitalize on the investigation and quantifica-108

tion of intrinsic material properties such as the interactions occurring between109

the polymer and ions mediated by the solvent. Finally, we extend our model110

to provide an intrinsic origin of the ubiquitous hysteretic behavior of OECTs,111

based on a two-phase system. Treating the channel as a thermodynamic binary112

system allows for an in-depth study of material-specific properties which might113

be the basis for either targeted circuit design or the development of tailor-made114

materials. The model exposes under a new light the role of the temperature,115

electrolyte, hysteresis, and interactions between the charged species that make116

up for the operation of OECTs.117
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2 Thermodynamics of OMIECs: redox-state equi-118

librium119

When a PEDOT:PSS film is immersed in an aqueous electrolytic solution (e.g.,120

NaCl in H2O), the polymeric matrix swells and ions can penetrate. Cations act121

as dedopants, reducing a fraction of the oxidized existing polarons PEDOT+
122

into PEDOT0 according to the reaction123

PEDOT+:PSS− + Na+ + e− ⇀↽ PEDOT0 + Na+:PSS− (2)

sketched in Fig. 2a. This process happens spontaneously, without the need124

of external forces (e.g., a gate potential), and it is proven by the conductance125

lowering of PEDOT:PSS when going from dry to liquid environment. Interest-126

ingly, the resulting amount of Na:PSS is independent on the concentration of127

salt in the bulk electrolyte, as shown experimentally by Romele et al. [33]. This128

appears evident looking at the equilibrium constant keq129

keq =
[PEDOT 0]

[PEDOT+]
(3)

where the activity of the electrons provided by the electrodes is considered uni-130

tary. Here, we consider [PEDOT 0] the relative concentration of PEDOT that131

reduces after the PSS moiety pairs with a cation and [PEDOT+] is the relative132

concentration in its oxidized state. Since the sum [PEDOT 0]+[PEDOT+]=1133

is constant, and so are the temperature and the pressure, we treat the system134

as a canonical ensemble [36]. Obviously, even in absence of cations, not all the135

PEDOT units are doped. However, these cannot participate in the reaction and136

they do not contribute to the equilibrium. Eq. 3 provides a bridge between a137

chemical picture of the system, since it describes the chemical reaction, and an138

electronic picture, because it quantifies the doping level at a certain tempera-139

ture. Hence, we use it as starting point for our analysis, which is schematically140

outlined in Fig. 2b. Based on the Gibbs free energy G, we compute the chemi-141

cal potential as a function of the concentration of oxidized PEDOT. Having the142

chemical potential at hand, we build a bridge from the thermodynamic descrip-143

tion to the electronic parameters of an OECT, i.e., the transfer characteristics.144

We investigate the equilibrium between reduced and oxidized PEDOT in terms145

of Gibbs free energy G, by treating the channel as a binary mixture of the two146

species. The definition of Gibbs energy of a binary mixture is147

G = H − TSmix = H0 + Hmix − TSmix, (4)

where H is the enthalpy, T the temperature, and Smix the entropy of mixing. In148

the simplest approximation, the enthalpy of mixing Hmix is neglected and the149

only contribution to the enthalpy is H0, namely the sum of the enthalpies of the150

pure PEDOT 0 and of pure PEDOT+ with the corresponding chemical poten-151

tials µp0 and µp+, respectively [36]. By defining φ as the relative concentration152

of reduced PEDOT, defined as153

φ = [PEDOT 0] = 1 − [PEDOT+], (5)
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which spans from 0 (purely oxidized phase) to 1 (fully reduced phase), we can154

describe the entropy of mixing [36]. Accordingly, Eq. 4 becomes155

G(φ, T ) = µp0φ + µp+(1 − φ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

H0

+ kBTφ log(φ) + kBT (1 − φ) log(1 − φ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

TSmix

. (6)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Eq. 6 is plotted in Fig. 2c for different156

temperatures. Since the pure phases are entropically unfavorable, the systems’157

equilibrium lays in its energetic minimum characterized by the coordinates φ0158

and G0. φ0 can be found by measuring the conductance of a PEDOT:PSS film159

in deionized water (DIW), where, in absence of a reducing agent, the charge160

concentration is [PSS−]0, and comparing it with its conductance in the so-161

lution containing the salt, where the charge concentration is [PSS−]0(1 − φ).162

By repeating this experiment at different temperatures, we can estimate the163

temperature-dependence of φ which, according to Eq. 6, for infinitely high164

temperature φ0 → 0.5 (representing an ideally mixed system).165

We found that the conductance of the PEDOT:PSS in the electrolytic so-166

lution decreases with temperature. As shown in Fig. S2, the reduced PEDOT167

concentration φ increase from 8% at room temperature to 11.5% at 60oC. The168

details of the calculations are reported in Note S1. A temperature-dependent169

doping concentration, linked to a higher entropic contribution (φ0 → 0.5 for170

T→ ∞) is compatible with a thermodynamic picture. We now aim to generalize171

the mathematical framework in order to describe the behavior of PEDOT:PSS172

in the presence of an external gate electrode.173

3 Thermodynamics of OECTs: entropy of mix-174

ing175

The derivative of the Gibbs energy is the chemical potential µ176

µ(φ, T ) =
dG(φ, T )

dφ
= µp+ − µp0 + kBT log(

φ

1 − φ
). (7)

µ is plotted in Fig. 2d for different temperatures. The equilibrium state, char-177

acterized by µ0 = µ(φ0) = 0, can be altered by an external stimulus e.g., an178

electrical (gate) potential Vgs, hence introducing the electrochemical potential179

in the channel µ̄180

µ̄ = µ + e(Vgs − Vch), (8)

with Vch being the potential in the channel, which depends on the drain-source181

voltage Vds according to Eq. S6. By plugging Eq. 8 into Eq. 7, combining it182

with Eq. S2, and integrating over the channel, we obtain the following expression183

for the current Id flowing in the OECT channel for a given T , Vds, and Vgs184

Id = Λh

Wt

L
[PSS−]0kBT log(

Ze−β(Vgs−Vds) + 1

Ze−βVgs + 1
) (9)
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Figure 2: a) Redox reaction between PEDOT0 and PEDOT+. The thermo-
dynamic analysis of this equilibrium, composed of partly oxidized and partly
reduced PEDOT in the channel highlights important OECT features, not con-
sidered in current models. b) Mathematical workflow leading to the voltage
and temperature dependencies of the channel current of an OECT. Two stages
can be distinguished: a first thermodynamic analysis of the chemical reac-
tion (cyan box), and a following bridge between chemical potential and the
charge accumulated in the channel q (yellow box). c) Gibbs free energy at
different temperatures for the ideal gas model, with a sketch of a fully re-
duced PEDOT phase (pink) and fully oxidized phase (blue). Upon deriva-
tion, the chemical potential d) is obtained, and by introducing the electro-
chemical potential (See Note S2) a transfer curve can be extracted as shown
in e). f) Transfer characteristics of a PEDOT:PSS OECT in 100 mM NaCl
solution with Vds=-0.6 V and -0.3 V. The experimental curves (red circles)
have been fitted (solid lines) with f) the FET-based model (Bernards model),
g) with the thermodynamic model in the ideal gas assumption, and h) with
the thermodynamic model including the enthalpy of mixing. The device fea-
tures W = 50µm, L = 200µm, t = 200nm. The parameters for the fits are:
Vp = 0.57V and ΛhC = 40F/cm/s/V for the FET model. For the ideal gas sce-

nario: µp+

+µp0

= 1 · 10−21J , Λh[PSS−]0 = 1.06 · 1022C/cm2/s/V , T = 300K,
and α = 0.2 (see Eq. S13). When adding the enthalpy: h1 = 0.20, h2 = 0.18,
h3 = 0.20.
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where β = q/kBT is the ratio of the elementary charge to thermal energy and185

Z = exp(µp+
−µp0

kBT
) is a material-dependent constant that includes the chemical186

potential of the unmixed species. Refer to Note S2 for the full derivation of187

Eq. 9. In doing so, the crucial point distinguishing this model from FET-based188

models is the calculation of the accumulated charge in the channel: the charge189

accumulation is not directly proportional to the gate-source voltage as in a plate190

capacitor model. Rather, it is a nonlinear function of the gate potential (see191

Fig. 1c) that is derived directly from the equilibrium constant in Eq. 3. Un-192

der the condition that Hmix = 0, i.e., when particle-particle interactions are193

neglected, the system is approximated to an ideal gas. While this seems a far-194

reaching simplification, it shines light on some basic features of OECTs as it195

can be seen in Figure 2e where we plot Eq. 9 as a function of the gate-source196

voltage. Firstly, Eq. 9 includes the linear proportionality with the geomet-197

ric parameters of the channel and with the hole mobility, as in the Bernards198

model. In contrast to it, it does not feature the capacitance, underscoring the199

fact that we did not consider the system as a plate-capacitor, and there is no200

pinch-off voltage, whose physical meaning in OECTs is unclear. Moreover, it201

captures the saturation in the off-state (due to the complete PEDOT reduction202

(φ = 1) as well as the saturation in the on-state (complete oxidation (φ = 0))203

as shown in Fig. 2c. The saturation in the on-state, relevant for analog cir-204

cuit applications, was never described in previous theories for OECTs. From205

a thermodynamic standpoint, µ(φ = 0) → −∞ and µ(φ = 1) → +∞ as206

shown in Fig. 2 and Eq. 7. This means that huge changes in chemical potential207

i.e., large variation of Vgs, bring about small changes in cation concentration,208

hence saturation of the drain current. Furthermore, this simplified model fore-209

sees that, at room temperature, a gate voltage of less than 1 V is needed to210

drive a PEDOT:PSS-based OECT from the on-state to the off-state, in good211

agreement with state-of-the-art OECTs. We therefore conclude that the large212

transconductance typical of OECTs is a purely entropy-driven phenomenon, as213

also argued in Ref. [35]. Another important implication of the model is the214

explanation of the large transconductance that OECTs show for Vgs ≈ 0V . As215

highlighted in Refs. [37, 38], this is of particular interest for applications such216

as biosignal monitoring (since biological signals are in the range of tens of mil-217

livolts), and for self-powered devices. According to the thermodynamic model,218

the derivative of the chemical potential is vanishing at φ0 (i.e., where the system219

spontaneously evolves towards, in absence of a gate voltage). As a result, for220

Vgs ≈ 0, small ∆Vgs results in large changes in ionic content in the channel,221

which directly translates into the highest transconductance.222

223

In Figs. 2f-g, the transfer characteristics are fitted with the thermodynamic224

model and compared to the traditional FET-based model (Bernards model),225

revealing a much better agreement with experimental data even for the simplistic226

ideal gas model. Finally, a natural consequence of the thermodynamic model227

is the dependence of the transfer characteristics on the doping level and salt228

concentration. This dependence is included in the parameter Z (see Eqs. S16229
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and S17, and Fig. S3a). Increasing [PSS−]0 is reflected in a larger on-current,230

higher transconductance and larger Vp (as defined by the extrapolation of the231

transfer curve in the traditional MOSFET model). The alteration of the doping232

level was used, for example, by Keene et al. to produce PEDOT:PSS-based233

enhancement-mode transistors [39]. Their data can be fitted using Eq. 9, as234

shown in Fig. S4. Kim et al. reported a method to improve the structural order235

in a PEDOT:PSS film, with impressive consequences on its charge transport236

properties [40]. However, their data can be analyzed through the lens of our237

thermodynamic model. Namely, the 4.5-fold increase in on-current showed by238

the transistor after the treatment, combined with a shift in threshold voltage of239

0.7 V is consistent with a 4.5 time increase of the doping concentration [PSS−]0240

(see Fig. S5). Hence, we suggest that the increment in conductivity is primarily241

due to a larger doping level, rather than the transport improvement that Kim242

et al. suggest, which, however, can explain the improved long-term stability of243

the device. As for the salt concentration, the model reproduces the Nernstian244

dependence used in OECT-based ion sensors [7, 32], as shown in Fig. S3b.245

4 Enthalphy of mixing246

In order to achieve better quantitative agreement with experimental data, we247

must go beyond the ideal gas approximation and allow for enthalpic contribu-248

tions Hmix arising from the interaction between reduced PEDOT pairs (inter-249

action parameter h1), between oxidized PEDOT pairs (interaction parameter250

h2) , or between each other (interaction parameter h3) using the following term251

describing interactions as252

Hmix = kBT (h1φ
2 + h2(1 − φ)2 + h3(1 − φ)φ). (10)

Differently from the ideal gas scenario, φ(µ) cannot be explicated if Hmix 6=253

0. We need to resort to numerical simulations for the integration in Eq. S9254

plotting and data fitting (see Note S3 for the full code). With this method, we255

fit the transfer characteristics as shown in Fig. 2f, decisively improving with256

respect to the ideal gas scenario, and obtaining excellent agreement with the257

experimental data.258

259

The presence of an underlying S-shaped chemical potential can be directly260

probed by measuring a transfer curve for Vds → 0 (See Eq. S14). Lowering261

the drain-source voltage to such a low value makes the channel potential homo-262

geneous and, mathematically speaking, reduces the integral along the channel263

length to a point (See Fig. S6). We do this for a number of material combina-264

tions, fit the data, and analyze the parameters used for the modeling.265

For example, using larger cations (K instead of Na as in Figs. 3a-b), the266

charges are forced to stay further, lowering the Coulomb interaction energy267

(which we believe is mainly reflected in the decrease of the interaction param-268

eters h1, h2, and h3). Moreover, different solvents can be used to validate the269

model. If a water-free solvent is used, the enthalpy of mixing is larger than in270

9
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the case of water. This is visible when employing an ionic liquid (Fig. 3c) or271

butanol (Fig. 3d) as electrolyte. Figs. 3d-e compare OECTs immersed in a272

solution of 100 mM LiClO4, first in butanol and then in water. Water, with its273

higher dielectric constant, significantly lowers the contribution of Hmix, again274

reflected in the decrease of the interaction parameters.275

Besides the trend, it is worth discussing the absolute values of the Hmix con-276

tribution. It is important to state that its magnitude is a small correction to the277

ideal gas scenario, even though the electrostatic interaction that arise between278

holes, cations, and polyelectrolyte may make a larger effect be expected. This279

apparent paradox is readily resolved by reasoning in terms of energy variation280

∆G: in the fully reduced phase, the PSS dopants are paired with positively281

charged polarons. When cations are injected, they replace the polaronic charge282

without altering dramatically the energetic landscape. This process is sketched283

in Fig. S7.284

Therefore, the driving force behind the operation of an OECT is entropy,285

with small perturbations coming from the enthalpic terms. This insight is crucial286

for targeted material design as it foresees that modification to the material287

morphology or chemistry, which in turn affect the Coulomb forces, slightly alter288

the device properties (although they can be used to shift the threshold voltage).289

Instead, the entropic term must be targeted in order to change the device’s290

figures of merit decisively. For example, the ionic presence in the channel,291

dominated by entropy, affects the electrolyte/polymer interface potential [33].292

Such interface potential not only can improve the device performance, but can be293

rendered to enhance affinity to biological systems and viability for cell cultures294

[23, 41, 42],295

5 Hysteresis and two-phase equilibria in OECTs296

Hysteresis is ubiquitous in OECT IV-curves. A number of effects can cause hys-297

teretic behavior, e.g., trap states, channel charging with multiple time-constants,298

and capacitive currents. Hysteresis plays an important role in technological299

applications: for traditional circuit design, it is a property to be minimized;300

conversely, large and stable hysteretic behavior can become precious for long-301

term memory effects useful in neuromorphic devices. Despite the attempts to302

characterize and explain the origin of hysteresis in OECTs, its origin remains303

unknown. Here, we concentrate on the peculiar time-independent hysteresis304

that has been shown for OECTs with solid-state electrolyte [21].305

We hypothesize that, under certain conditions, thermodynamic imposes a min-306

imal hysteretic behavior of the devices, which may add to the other possible307

effects listed above. As explained in the previous sections, the transfer curve308

of an OECT is directly related to the chemical potential of the system, and309

can be obtained by integrating over the channel length. Thus, the shape of310

µ(φ) governs the slope of the transistor when it switches from the on- to the311

off-state. However, depending on the parameters of the function G(φ) (given by312

the material system), the peculiar situation might occur that the slope of the313
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chemical potential dµ(φ)
dφ

≈ 0, resulting in an almost perpendicular transition in314

the transfer curve of the OECT. Such a situation is shown in Fig. 4a. In this315

scenario, the trans-resistance is vanishing. However, such a sharp transition316

cannot be measured experimentally due to access resistance limitations (e.g.,317

contact resistance). Even under best experimental conditions, the slope of the318

transfer curve should be limited to the Boltzmann limit of 60 mV/dec at room319

temperature. Thus, implying that the slope is limited to this value, we conclude320

that the device would show a hysteresis when cycling between on- and off-state321

(see orange and yellow curves in Fig. 4a (right panel)). Even more peculiar, if322

– at a given temperature – the energy penalty coming from the particle-particle323

interaction is significant, Eq. 6 may feature two minima (Fig. 4b). This is a324

common scenario encountered in binary mixtures, where phase separation leads325

to the formation of two phases with different relative composition of its con-326

stituents. The interpretation of a two-minimum energy profile in the framework327

of this model for OECTs is not trivial: the chemical potential is not monotonic,328

therefore, the transfer curve is expected to show negative differential resistance.329

This scenario has already been analyzed in-depth in the framework of lithium330

batteries, where thermodynamics impose a minimal hysteretic behavior due to331

fast rearrangement of Li+ [43]: while sweeping the voltage, the system follows332

either one of two meta-stable paths, hence leading to hysteresis as shown in Fig.333

4b. Similarly, in a PEDOT-electrolyte-PEDOT system, if fast ionic redistribu-334

tion occurs, as for example in the case of solid-state electrolytes [17, 44], the335

same effect is observed. It is worth highlighting that the hysteresis in insertion336

batteries amounts up to millivolts, while in OECTs it can be much larger. This337

is justified by the fact that small differences in the energy of the two equilibria338

in the gate current can translate into huge differences in the drain current due339

to the exceptional properties of OECTs as transducers of ionic currents.340

A number of hysteresis observations have been reported, but never explained in341

terms of two-phase system in the framework of OECTs. Rivnay et al. observed342

a long-term memory effect which they refer to as ”memory level” that seems343

to stem from a permanent change of the channel’s conductivity. They show344

how this mechanism can be harnessed to show synaptic properties of OECTs.345

Such mechanism is enabled when a particular current level, which they name346

”memory threshold”, is reached, after which the channel seems to acquire this347

long-term memory effect [9]. Weissbach et al. observed very stable and repro-348

ducible hysteresis in solid-state electrolyte-gated OECTs without giving physical349

insights on its origin. In particular, a peculiar increase of hysteresis for slower350

sweeps has been observed, which is in contrast with a trap-release models or351

capacitive currents. The hysteresis width decreases only for sweeps slower than352

0.005 V/s [21].353

In Fig. 4c, we fit the hysteretic transfer curve of a solid-state electrolyte-gated354

OECT using the model proposed by Dreyer et al. [43] and adapted for OECTs.355

A very flat chemical potential in a wide range of φ is the root of such high356

transconductance of the device.357
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6 Conclusions358

In this work, we develop a theoretical framework that explains a multitude of359

properties of organic electrochemical transistors. Our approach describes the360

chemical interactions that control OECT operation. Our model starts from361

the equilibrium constant of the redox reaction between dopant and conducting362

polymer, and argues with Gibbs energy and chemical potential in order to go363

beyond the simple plate-capacitor picture assumed in traditional OECT models.364

With the aid of numerical simulations and experimental data, we validate the365

main predictions of the model. We thus achieve a comprehensive picture that366

bridges the many and fragmented theoretical approaches proposed so far. These367

include the particular S-shape of the transfer curve that OECTs feature, their368

saturation in the on- and off-state, and their operation below 1 V. Moreover,369

we show how this model can be used to investigate materials properties in370

order to engineer devices with targeted figures of merit. Although our work371

focuses on the reference system PEDOT:PSS, we suggest the thermodynamic372

model can be generalized to any type of OECT because vastly different materials373

(e.g., n-type [45] or normally-off [39] OECTs) show analogous shapes of the IV374

characteristics and on-to-off switch in a similar voltage range of around 1 V.375

After quantifying the enthalpic terms coming from the electrostatic interactions376

in the channel, we reveal that entropy is the main driver behind the operation377

of an OECT. Finally, we borrow the thermodynamics from the field of insertion378

batteries and propose an explanation for the often-reported peculiar hysteretic379

behavior of solid-state OECTs. We hope that our work will stimulate further380

research which extends our still simple theoretical model and allow quantitative381

comparison with various OECT devices.382
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Methods383

Substrate patterning: starting from a glass 1 inch substrate, 3 nm of Cr and 50 nm of384

Au were evaporated, followed by the gold patterning using the positive resist AZ1518385

(microchemicals). PEDOT:PSS (Clevios PH 1000 - Heraeus) (+5% EG, 0.5% (3-386

glycidyloxypropyl)trimethoxysilane (GOPS)) was spincoated at 3000 rpm, and then387

patterned with the orthogonal photoresist OSCoR 5001 (Orthogonal Inc.). Experi-388

ments were made with liquid electrolytic solutions or with solid electrolytes prepared389

as explained in Ref. [21]. All electrical measurements with liquid electrolytes, as390

well as the temperature control, were carried out with a parameter analyzer Keithley391

interfaced and controlled with the software SweepMe! (sweep-me.net) in ambient con-392

dition. Mesurement for the solid electrolyte are carried out in glove-box. Numerical393

simulations were coded in Matlab, code in Note S3394
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Figure S1: Gate-dependent capacitance. a) electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy of an OECT channel measured with an Ag/AgCl electrode with ampli-
tude of 10 mV and varying bias. b) the extracted channel capacitance, showing
that the capacitance of the channel is not fixed, rather strongly gate-dependent.
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Figure S2: a) Temperature dependence of the Gibbs free energy according to the

ideal gas theory (µp+

= −60meV/mol and µp0

= 0). Higher temperatures shift
the minimum towards φ0 = 0.5 and to lower energies. b) Measurement of the
current flowing in a PEDOT:PSS thin-film at different temperature, in deionized
(DIW) and DIW:NaCl (circles). Curves are fitted with a linear regression (solid
lines). The experiment in DIW is used to estimate the contribution of the
temperature-dependent mobility, which is then subtracted, leading to the blue
dashed line. The same contribution is subtracted from the current measured in
DIW:NaCl. The negative slope shows that, besides the increased mobility, the
polaron density is lowered. c) Calculated concentration of reduced PEDOT0

and doped PEDOT+ in the film at different temperatures according to Eq. S3.

Figure S3: Dependence of the drain current on the a) doping level [PSS−]0 and
b) cation concentration [c+] according to Eq. 9.
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Figure S4: Data taken from [39]. The thermodynamic model can fit well (even
in the ideal gas assumption) the transfer curve before and after the doping
process. For the intrinsic device α = 0.28 (see Eq. S13) while for the dedoped
material α = 0.41. The doping concentration is 6.5 times larger in the case of
the intrinsic device.
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Figure S5: Data taken from [40]. The thermodynamic model can fit well (even in
the ideal gas assumption) the transfer curve before and after the acid treatment,
using α = 0.7 (see Eq. S13) and [PSS−]0 7 times larger after the treatment.
Note that the model captures both the increased transconductance due to the
larger on-current, and the shift in threshold voltage.

Figure S6: Sketch of the mathematical treatment proposed in the main text,
from Gibbs free energy to the transfer curve.
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Equilibrium Fully reducedFully oxidized

PSS- PSS-

h+ h+

PSS- PSS-

Na+ Na+

PSS- PSS-

h+
Na+

Figure S7: Scheme of the oxidation process. The circles indicate the charged
species in play, namely PSS−, holes and sodium cations, and the arrows indicate
the Coulomb interaction, either attraction (green) or repulsion (red). In going
from fully reduced to fully oxidized, despite the important changes related to the
chemical reaction and electronic charge density, from a thermodynamic point
of view the situation did not change dramatically. This explains why an OECT
must be described in terms of entropy, and why enthalpy play a secondary role.
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Note S1: calculation of φ(T )569

In DIW, the charge concentration of PEDOT:PSS is fixed at [PSS−]0. There-570

fore, the current I flowing through a PEDOT:PSS film immersed deionized571

water (DIW) is given by572

I = Λh[PEDOT+]
Wt

L
V = Λh(T )[PSS−]0

Wt

L
V., (S1)

where V =10 mV. Thus, by increasing the temperature of the solution, the573

temperature-dependent hole mobility Λh(T ) is found.574

575

The situation is different in NaCl(aq), where the current is given by576

I = Λh[PEDOT+]
Wt

L
V = Λh(T )[PSS−]0(1 − φ(T ))

Wt

L
V. (S2)

By changing the temperature, both φ and Λh are expected to change. In577

both cases, we observe an increase of the conductivity which we ascribe to a578

temperature-activated hopping mechanism [46]. However, the slope is different.579

We assume that Λh(T ) is the same for PEDOT:PSS in DIW and NaCl(aq). By580

combining Eqs. S1 and S2, φ(T ) is obtained as581

φ(T ) = [PEDOT 0](T ) = 1 −
INaCl(T )

IDIW (T )
. (S3)

In Eq. S3, we used the linear fits showed in Fig. S2 as IDIW and INaCl. In582

doing so, we are considering the hole mobility to be independent of the ion583

concentration. Although this effect exists, Friedlein et al. showed that its584

magnitude is weak and should not compromise our results in the small range of585

dedoping level i.e., from 8% to 11.5%.586

Accordingly, the doping level (defined as 1-φ) decreases, revealing that the587

doping concentration of PEDOT:PSS only changes by 3.2% in the investigated588

temperature range.589
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Note S2: calculation of the drain current590

In order to find the number of charges accumulated in the channel by the gate591

voltage, Ohm’s law (Eq. S2) must be integrated over the channel length from 0592

to L (or equivalently from Vds to 0) as done normally for thin-film transistors.593

∫ L

0

Id = eVdsΛh

Wt

L
[PSS−]0

∫ L

0

(1 − φ(µ))dℓ (S4)

yielding594

Id = −eΛh

Wt

L
[PSS−]0

∫ 0

Vds

(1 − φ(µ))dVch (S5)

after considering a linearly dropping potential Vch along the channel length595

(direction ℓ)596

Vch(ℓ) = Vds(1 −
ℓ

L
) (S6)

and its differential:597

dVch = −
Vds

L
dℓ (S7)

In doing so we are assuming i) that the gradual channel approximation is valid598

i.e., the field across the channel/electrolyte interface is much higher than the599

field between source and drain across the channel, and ii) a linearly dropping600

potential across the channel. The former holds true thanks to the exponential601

decay of the field in the electrolyte. The second is not necessarily true and602

strongly depends on the gate voltage. However, the result of the integral is not603

expected to vary much depending on the charge distribution.604

To solve Eq. S5, we need φ(µ), that can be found by inverting µ(φ) in Eq. 7:605

φ(µ) = (Z exp(−
µ

kBT
) + 1)−1. (S8)

In Eq. S8, Z = exp(µp+
−µp0

kBT
) is directly related to the concentration of the606

electrolyte [c] and doping level [PSS−]0 as shown in Eq. S17.607

The introduction of a gate potential has the effect of shifting the system from608

its chemical equilibrium. By introducing the electrochemical potential µ̄, µ609

becomes a function of the potentials applied as e(Vgs − Vch) as explained in the610

main text.611

Combining Eqs. S5 and S8612

Id = −e
Wt

L
Λh[PSS−]0

∫ 0

Vds

dVch(1−
1

Ze−β(Vgs−Vch) + 1
) = e

Wt

L
Λh[PSS−]0

1

β
log(

ZeβVds + eβVgs

Z + eβVgs
)

(S9)
with β = e

kBT
(elementary charge divided by thermal energy).613

Thus, the current that flows in the channel of an OECT, assuming no en-614

thalpy of mixing, depends on Vds, Vgs, and T as follows:615

Id = Λh

Wt

L
[PSS−]0kBT log(

Ze−β(Vgs−Vds) + 1

Ze−βVg + 1
). (S10)
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The same analysis for an enhancement-mode OECT would result in616

Id = eΛh

Wt

L
[PSS−]0(Vds −

kBT

e
log(

Ze−β(Vgs−Vds) + 1

Ze−βVgs + 1
)). (S11)

Accordingly, the transconductance gm = dId
dVgs

is617

gm = eΛh[PSS−]0
Wt

L
Z(

1

eβVgs + Z
−

1

eβ(Vgs−Vds) + Z
) (S12)

and has the typical (and peculiar) bell-shaped form of gm(Vgs) of OECTs.618

A final note on the gate voltage: in order to fully capture the current dependency619

on the applied gate voltage Vgs one must take into consideration that the gate620

voltage applied differs from the effective gate voltage Vg,eff ”felt” by the channel621

that drives the device at the channel/electrolyte interface due to the drop at622

the gate/electrolyte interface and across the solution. In this work, since we623

focused on the modeling of the material parameters, we simplified it as624

Vgs,eff = αVgs (S13)

where 0 < α < 1 is the remaining percentage of potential applied after dropping625

across the electrolyte and at the gate/electrolyte interface. Although the volt-626

age drop from gate/electrolyte interface to electrolyte/PSS interface can have a627

more complex, nonlinear, voltage-dependent and concentration-dependent, we628

use a linear approximation for the sake of simplicity, and may be the root of629

the unmatching fit in Fig. 2 in the turning-off region. A detailed analysis of the630

voltage drop at the gate/electrolyte and electrolyte/channel interface is given631

by Romele et al. [33].632

633

For the transfer measurements in Fig. 3 with Vds = 5mV , we exploit the634

fact that Vgs − Vch ≈ Vgs in order to rewrite Eq. S5 as635

Id = −eΛh

Wt

L
[PSS−]0

∫ 0

Vds

(1−φ(Vgs−Vch))dVch ≈ Λh

Wt

L
[PSS−]0Vds(1−φ(Vgs))

(S14)
from which the material-specific property φ(µ) can be extracted.636

637

As for the parameter Z638

Z = exp(
µp+

− µp0

kBT
). (S15)

According to Nernst equation639

µi = µi
0 + kBT log([ci]) (S16)

and considering that for each PEDOT0 there is a paired cation, one can rewrite640

Eq. S15 as641

Z =
[PSS−]0

[c+]
exp(

µp+

0 − µp−

0

kBT
) (S17)
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where [c+] is the cation concentration in the channel. Note that the ion con-642

centration in the channel and in the bulk solution are not necessarily the same643

due to the establishment of Donnan’s equilibrium [33].644

Note S3: MatLab code for plotting the channel645

current646

x=linspace(0,1,1000);647

mu1mu2=1e-21;648

g0=1;649

alpha=1;650

T=300;651

kb=1.38e-23;652

h1=1e-22;653

mu=6.2e+18/alpha*(kb*T.*log(x./(1-x)) + mu1mu2 +2*h1.*x);654

vg_new=linspace(-1,1, 1000);655

id_new=interp1(mu(2:end-1),x(2:end-1),vg_new);656

naan=find(isnan(id_new)==0);657

id_new(1:naan(1))=0;658

id_new(naan(end):end)=1;659

dvg=vg_new(2)-vg_new(1);660

vd=-.1;661

for sweep=1:length(vg_new)662

[yy,idx1]=min(abs(vg_new(sweep)-vg_new));663

[yy,idx2]=min(abs(vg_new(sweep)-vd-vg_new));664

q(sweep)=sum(id_new(idx1:idx2))/(idx2-idx1+1);665

end666

plot(vg_new,g0*vd*(1-q));667
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